In this paper, we complete the proof of an equivalence given by Nye and Singer of the equivalence between calorons (instantons on S 1 × R 3 ) and solutions to Nahm's equations over the circle, both satisfying appropriate boundary conditions. Many of the key ingredients are provided by a third way of encoding the same data which involves twistors and complex geometry.
Introduction
One rather mysterious feature of the self-duality equations on R 4 is the existence of a quite remarkable non-linear transform, the Nahm transform. It maps solutions to the self-duality equations on R 4 invariant under a closed translation group G ⊂ R 4 to solutions to the self-duality equations on (R 4 ) * invariant under the dual group G * . This transform uses spaces of solutions to the Dirac equation, it is quite sensitive to boundary conditions, which must be defined with care, and it is not straightforward: for example it tends to interchange rank and degree. The transform was introduced by Nahm as an adaptation of the original ADHM construction of instantons ( [3] ) having the advantage that it can be generalised. The series of papers [26, 25, 10 ] details Nahm's original transform. In the case monopole case G = R, the transform takes the monopole to a solution to some non-linear matrix valued o.d.e.s, Nahm's equations on an interval, and there is an inverse transform giving back the monopole. The mathematical development of this transform is due to Nigel Hitchin( [16] ), who showed for the SU (2) monopole how the monopole and the corresponding solution to Nahm's equations are both encoded quite remarkably in the same algebraic curve, the spectral curve of the monopole. This work was extended to the cases of monopoles for the other classical groups in [18] . This extension illustrates just how odd the transform can be: one gets solutions to the Nahm equations on a chain of intervals, but the size of the matrices jump from interval to interval. The Nahm transform for other cases of G-invariance has been studied by various authors (among others [5, 6, 9, 20, 22, 21, 27, 29, 30] ); a nice survey can be found in [23] . Here, we study the case of "minimal" invariance, under Z; the fields are referred to as calorons, and the Nahm transform sends them to solutions of Nahm's equations over the circle. This case is very close to the monopole one, and indeed calorons can be considered as Kač-Moody monopoles ( [13] ). This project started while we were studying the work of Nye and Singer ( [27, 28] ) on calorons; they consider the Nahm transform directly, and do most of the work required to show that the transform is involutive. The missing ingredients turn out to lie in complex geometry, in precisely the same way Hitchin's extra ingredient of a spectral curve complements Nahm's. The complex geometry allows us to complete the equivalence, which can then be used to compute the moduli. It thus seems to us quite appropriate to consider this problem in a volume dedicated to Nigel Hitchin, as it allows us to revisit some of his beautiful mathematics, including some on calorons which has remained unpublished.
In Section 2, we summarise the work of Nye and Singer towards showing that the Nahm transform is an equivalence between calorons and appropriate solutions to Nahm's equations. In Section 3, following in large part on work of Garland and Murray, we describe the complex geometry ("spectral data") that encodes a caloron. In Section 4, we study the process by which spectral data also correspond to solutions to Nahm's equations. In Section 5, we close the circle, showing the two Nahm transforms are inverses. In Section 6, we give a description of moduli, expounded in [8] .
2 The work of Nye and Singer 2.1 Two types of invariant self-dual gauge fields on R 4 .
Nye and Singer study the Nahm transform between the following two self-dual gauge fields (we restrict ourselves to SU (2), thought they study the more general case of SU (N )):
A-SU (2) Calorons of charge (k, j). SU (2)-calorons are self-dual SU (2)-connections on S 1 × R 3 , satisfying appropriate boundary conditions. We view S 1 ×R 3 as the quotient of the standard Euclidean R 4 by the time translation (t, x) → (t+2π/µ 0 , x). Let A be such a connection, defined over a rank 2 vector bundle V equipped with a unitary structure; we write it in coordinates over R 4 as A = φdt + i=1,2,3
with associated covariant derivatives
We require that the L 2 norm of the curvature of A be finite, and that in suitable gauges, the A i be O(|x| −2 ), and that φ be conjugate to diag(i(µ 1 − j/2|x|), i(−µ 1 + j/2|x|)) + O(|x| −2 ) for a positive real constant µ 1 and a positive integer j (the monopole charge). We also have bounds on the derivatives of these fields. The boundary conditions tell us in essence that in a suitable way the connection extends to the 2-sphere at infinity times S 1 ; furthermore, one can show that the extension is to a fixed connection, which involves fixing a trivialisation at infinity; there is thus a second invariant we can define, the relative second Chern class, which we represent by a (positive) integer k. There are then two integer charges for our caloron, k and j, respectively the instanton and monopole charges. There is a suitable group of gauge transformations acting on these fields [27] : Nye's approach is to compactify to S 1 ×B 3 with a fixed trivilisation over the boundary S 1 × S 2 . The gauge transformations are those extending smoothly the identity on the boundary. Two solutions are considered to be equivalent if they are in the same orbit under this group.
B-Solutions to Nahm's equations on the circle.
The second class of objects we consider are skew adjoint matrix valued functions T i (z), i = 0, . . . , 3, of size (k + j) × (k + j) over the interval (−µ 1 , µ 1 ), and of size (k) × (k) over the interval (µ 1 , µ 0 − µ 1 ), (hence µ 1 < µ 0 − µ 1 , so we impose that condition), that are solutions to Nahm's equations dT σ (1) dz + [T 0 , T σ(1) ] = [T σ (2) , T σ(3) ], for σ even permutations of (123),
on the circle R/(z → z + µ 0 ). These equations are reductions of the self-duality equations to one dimension, and are invariant under a group of gauge transformations under which the d dz +T 0 transforms as a connection. We think of the T i as sections of the endomorphisms of a vector bundle K whose rank jumps at the two boundary points; at these points ±µ 1 we need boundary conditions. Case 1: j = 0. At each of the boundary points, there is a large side, with a rank (k + j) bundle, and a small side, with a rank k bundle. We attach the two at the boundary point using an injection ι from the small side into the large side, and a surjection π going the other way, with π · ι the identity. One asks, from the small side, that the T i have well defined limits at the boundary point. From the large side, one has a decomposition near the boundary points of the bundle C k+j × [−µ 1 , µ 1 ] into an orthogonal sum of subbundles of rank k and j invariant with respect to the connection d dz + T 0 and compatible with the maps ι, π. With respect to this decomposition the T i have the form
in a basis where T 0 is gauged to zero and for a choice of coordinateẑ := z − (±µ 1 ). At the boundary point z = 0, eachT i has a well defined limit that coincides using π, ι with the limit from the small side. The R i have simple poles, and we ask that their residues form an irreducible representation of su(2).
Case 2: j = 0. Here the boundary conditions are different. We have at the boundary, identification of the fibres of K from both sides. With this identification, we ask that, in a gauge where T 0 is zero, the T i have well defined limits (T i ) ± from both sides, and that, setting
one has that taking the limits from both sides,
for vectors α 0 , α 1 in C k . In particular, A(ζ) + − A(ζ) − is of rank at most one for all ζ.
In both cases, there is a symmetry condition, that, in a suitable gauge,
T and, finally, an irreducibility condition, that there be no covariant constant sections of the bundle left invariant under the matrices T i . Solutions for which there are such covariant constant sections should correspond to cases where instanton charge has bubbled off, leaving behind a caloron of lower charge.
The Nahm transform
From caloron to a solution to Nahm's equations.
Let z be a real parameter. Using the Pauli matrices e i , we define the Dirac operators D z acting on sections of the tensor product of the vector bundle V with the spin bundles
Nye and Singer show in [28] that for z not in the set of lifts ±µ 1 + nµ 0 (n ∈ Z) of the boundary point ±µ 1 from the circle to R, and with suitable choices of function spaces, the operator D z is Fredholm, and its index away from these points is k + j for z lying in the intervals (−µ 1 + nµ 0 , µ 1 + nµ 0 ) and is k in the intervals (µ 1 + nµ 0 , −µ 1 + (n+ 1)µ 0 ). There is thus a bundle over R whose rank jumps at ±µ 1 + nµ 0 (n ∈ Z), with fibre ker(D z ) at z. There is a natural way of shifting by µ 0 , identifying ker(D z ) with ker(D z+µ0 ), giving a bundle K over the circle. Over each interval, this bundle sits inside the trivial bundle whose fibre is the space of L 2 sections of V ⊗S − . Let P be the orthogonal projection from this trivial bundle onto K. As elements of K decay exponentially, the operation X i of multiplying by the coordinate x i can be used to define operators on sections of K by d dz This theorem and Theorem 2.2 below fall in line with the general Nahm transform heuristic philosophy: the curvature of the transformed object, seen as an invariant connection on R 4 , is always composed of a self-dual piece and another piece depending on the behaviour at infinity of the harmonic spinors. Since these are decaying exponentially here, that other piece is zero and the transformed object is self-dual, or equivalently once we reduce, it satisfies Nahm's equations; see for instance [7, Sec. 3] .
From a solution to Nahm's equations to a caloron.
For the inverse transform, we proceed the same way: from a solution to Nahm's equations, we define a family of auxiliary operators parameterised by points of R 4 acting on sections of K ⊗ C 2 by
One must again distinguish two cases, j > 0 and j = 0. j > 0: We define the space W of L 2 1 sections of K ⊗ C 2 such that at ±µ 1 the values of the sections coincide: for the sections s 1 on the small side and s 2 on the large side, we need ι(s 1 ) = s 2 . Let X be the space of L 2 sections of K ⊗ C 2 over the circle. SetD
We have as above the space W of sections. We define in addition a two dimensional space U associated with the end points ±µ 1 . The jump condition given by Equation (4) at µ 1 imply that there is a vector u + ∈ V µ1 ⊗ C 2 such that, as elements of
Here the subscript ( ) 0 signifies taking the trace free
One has a similar vector u − at −µ 1 . Let U be the vector space spanned by u + , u − . Let Π : V µ1 ⊕ V −µ1 → U be the orthogonal projection, let X be the sum of the space of L 2 sections of V with the space U , and set
The kernel of this operator consists of sections s in the kernel of D x,t , with values at ±µ 1 lying in U ⊥ ; the cokernel consists of triples (s, c µ1 u µ1 , c −µ1 u −µ1 ), where s is a section of K ⊗ C 2 , lying in the kernel of D * x,t , with jump discontinuity c + u + at µ 1 , and c − u − at −µ 1 .
Theorem 2.2 ([27, p. 104])
The operatorD x,t has trivial kernel for all (x, t), and has a cokernel of rank 2, defining a rank 2 vector bundle over R 4 , with natural time periodicity which allows one to build a vector bundle V over S 1 × R 3 , defined locally as a subbundle of the infinite dimensional bundle X × S 1 × R 3 . Let P denote the orthogonal projection from X to V . Setting, on sections of V ,
defines an SU (2)-caloron.
Involutivity of the transforms.
We would like these two transforms to be inverses of each other, so that they define an equivalence. The results of Nye and Singer get us most of the way there. What is missing is a proof that the solutions to Nahm's equations one obtains from a caloron satisfy the correct boundary and irreducibility conditions and then, that the two constructions are inverses to one another. The easiest way to do so, as Hitchin did in his original paper on SU (2) monopoles, is to exploit the regularity given by a third equivalent set of data, which involves complex geometry. To do this, we examine some work of Garland and Murray, building on some unpublished work of Hitchin.
3 The twistor transform for calorons/Kač-Moody monopoles 3.1 Upstairs: the twistor transform for calorons.
Like all self-dual gauge fields on R 4 or its quotients R 4 /G, calorons admit a twistor transform, translating the gauge fields into holomorphic vector bundles on an auxiliary space, the twistor space associated to R 4 /G. Following [13, Sec. 2], we summarise the construction, again for SU (2) only.
It is convenient first to recall from [15, Sec. 3 ] the twistor space for R 3 . It can be interpreted as the space of oriented lines in R 3 and it is isomorphic to T P 1 , the tangent bundle of the Riemann sphere. Let ζ be the standard affine coordinate on P 1 , and η be the fibre coordinate in T P 1 associated to the basis vector ∂/∂ζ. The incidence relation between the standard coordinates on R 3 and (ζ, η) is given by
The space T P 1 comes equipped with standard line bundles O(k), lifted from P 1 , and line bundles L t , parameterised by t ∈ C, with transition function exp(tη/ζ) from the open set ζ = ∞ to the open set ζ = 0. For t ∈ R, these line bundles correspond to the standard U (1) monopoles on R 3 given by a flat connection and constant Higgs field it. Let L t (k) := L t ⊗ O(k). These bundles are in some sense the building blocks for monopoles for higher gauge groups. According to Garland and Murray, the twistor space T for S 1 × R 3 parametrises pairs consisting of a point in S 1 × R 3 and a unit vector in R 3 . Such a pair gives a cylinder along which to integrate, and that projects to an oriented line in R 3 . There is then a C * fibration π : T → T P 1 , which is in fact holomorphic and the complement of the zero section in L µ0 . It has a natural fibrewise compactificationT = P(O ⊕ L µ0 ) compactifying the cylinders into spheres. The complementT \T is a sum of two disjoint divisors T 0 and T ∞ mapping isomorphically to T P 1 .
In the monopole case, the holomorphic vector bundle was obtained by integrating ∇ s − iφ along real lines using a metric coordinate s along the line, and the Higgs field φ. Here, the analogous operation is integrating ∇ s −i∇ t over the cylinders to obtain a vector bundle E over T . The boundary conditions allow us to extend the bundle to the compactificationT ; we denote this extension again by E. The boundary conditions also give line subbundles over these divisors, E 0 1 = L −µ1 (−j) over T 0 , corresponding to solutions of ∇ s − iφ which decay as one goes to plus infinity on the cylinder, and E ∞ 1 = L µ1 (−j) over T ∞ , corresponding to solutions which decay as one goes to minus infinity. The twistor space has a real structure τ , which acts on the bundle by τ * (E) = E * , and maps the line subbundle L −µ1 (−j) over T 0 to the annihilator of the subbundle L µ1 (−j) over T ∞ .
3.2 Downstairs: the caloron as a Kač-Moody monopole.
As Garland and Murray show in [13, Sec. 6] , there is very nice way of thinking of the caloron as a monopole over R 3 , with values in a Kač-Moody algebra, extending a loop algebra: the fourth variable t becomes the internal loop algebra variable. This way of thinking goes over to the twistor space picture. Indeed, the twistor transform for the caloron gives us a bundle E over T . Taking a direct image (restricting to sections with poles of finite order along 0, ∞) gives one an infinite dimensional vector bundle F over T P 1 . If w is a standard fibre coordinate on T vanishing over T 0 and with a simple pole at T ∞ , it induces an endomorphism W of F , and quotienting F by the O-module generated by the image of W − w 0 gives us the restriction of E to the section w = w 0 , so that E and (F, W ) are equivalent. One has more, however; the fact that the bundle E extends toT gives a subbundle F 0 of sections in the direct image which extend over T 0 , and a subbundle F ∞ of sections in the direct image which extend over T ∞ . One can go further and use the flags 0 = E
We now have infinite flags • the quotients
• the quotients
It is worthwhile stepping back now and seeing what we have from a group theoretic point of view. On T P 1 , we have a bundle with structure group G = Gl(2, C) of Gl(2, C)-valued loops. The flags that we have found give two reductions R 0 , R ∞ to the opposite Borel subgroups B 0 , B ∞ (of loops extending to 0, ∞ respectively in P 1 , and preserving flags over these points) in G. As for finite dimensional groups, we have exact sequences relating the Borel subgroups, their unipotent subgroups, and the maximal torus:
In a suitable basis, B 0 , B ∞ consist respectively of upper and lower triangular matrices, and T of diagonal matrices. The two reductions are generically transverse, and fail to be transverse over the spectral curves of the caloron. This failure of transversality gives us geometrical data which encodes the bundle and hence the caloron. This approach is expounded in [19] for monopoles, but can be extended to calorons in a straightforward fashion. We summarise the construction here. The vector bundle F can be thought of as defining an element f of the cohomology set H 1 (T P 1 , G), and so a principal bundle P f ; one simply thinks of f as the transition functions for P f , in terms ofČech cohomology. The reductions to B 0 , B ∞ , can also be thought of as elements
, respectively, or as principal bundles P f0 , P f∞ , or, since they are reductions of P f , as sections
We note also that the elements f 0 , f ∞ when projected to H 1 (T P 1 , T ), give fixed elements α 0 , α ∞ , in the sense that they are independent of the caloron, or rather depend only on the charges and the asymptotics, which we presume fixed. It is a consequence of the fact that the successive quotients in Sequence (7) depend only on the µ i and the charges. Let A 0 , A ∞ denote the principal T bundles associated to α 0 , α ∞ . Let A 0 (U 0 ) be the sheaf of sections of the U 0 bundle associated to A 0 by the action of T on U 0 . The cohomology set 19, Sec. 3] ) the set of B 0 bundles mapping to α 0 . To find the bundle f 0 , and so f , then, one simply needs to have the appropriate class in
Note that U 0 also serves as the big cell in the homogeneous space G/B ∞ . Following [14] , we think of G/B ∞ as adding an infinity to U 0 , so if U 0 denotes the sheaf of holomorphic maps into U 0 , the sheaf M of holomorphic maps into G/B ∞ can be thought of as meromorphic maps into U 0 . Hence there is an sequence of sheaves of pointed sets (base points are chosen compatibly in both U 0 and G/B ∞ )
defining the sheaf Pr of principal parts. As B 0 , T act on these sheaves, we can build the twisted versions
As we are quotienting out the action of U 0 , we have A 0 (Pr) ≃ P f0 (Pr).
We are now ready to define the principal part data of the caloron. The principal part data of the caloron is the image under φ of the class of the reduction given as a section
To get back the caloron bundle from the principal part data, one takes the coboundary δ(φ(R ∞ )), in the obviousČech sense, for the second sequence, obtaining a class in
One checks that this is precisely the class corresponding to the bundle P 0 ; while this seems a bit surprising, the construction is fairly tautological, and is done in detail in [19, Sec. 3] . In our infinite dimensional context, the bundles are quite special, as they, and their reductions, are invariant under the shift operator W . Of course, this construction does not tell us what the mysterious class φ(R ∞ ) actually corresponds to, but it turns out that, over a generic set of calorons, it is quite tractable. Indeed, the principal part data, as a sheaf, is supported over the spectral curves, and, if the curves have no common components and no multiple components, then the principal part data amounts to the following spectral data ( [13] ):
• The two spectral curves, S 0 and S 1 ;
• The ideal I S0∩S1 , decomposing as I S01 · I S10 ; the real structure interchanges the two factors;
• A real structure on the line bundle O(2k
The structure of this data can be understood in terms of the Schubert structure of G/B 0 . The sheaf of principal parts, by definition, lives in the complement of U 0 , where the two flags cease to be transverse. In the case that concerns us here (remember the invariance under W ), there are essentially two codimension one varieties at infinity to U 0 that we consider, whose pull-backs give the two spectral curves. The decomposition of S 0 ∩ S 1 into two pieces is simply a pull-back of the Schubert structure from G/B 0 . For the line bundles, the basic idea is that in codimension one, the principal parts can be understood using embeddings of P 1 into G/B 0 given by principal Sl(2, C)s in G (see for instance [4, Sec. 4] ), reducing the question at least locally to understanding principal parts for maps into P 1 , a classical subject. For simple poles, the principal part of a map into P 1 is encoded by its residue. Here, the poles are over the spectral curves, and globally, the principal part is then encoded as a section of a line bundle over each curve; we identify these below. A way of seeing that the spectral data splits into components localised over each curve is that we can choose appropriately two parabolic subgroups P ar 0 , P ar 1 and project from G/B 0 to G/P ar 0 and G/P ar 1 .
To see what the "residues" correspond to here, we exploit a description of the bundle first given in [18, Prop 1.12] , the short exact sequence
The quotients at the right are supported over the spectral curves (F/(F 
The vanishing hold because these cohomology groups encode L 2 solutions to the Laplace equation in the caloron background, which must be zero; see [16, Thm 3.7] and [18, Thm 1.17]. For generic spectral curves, following a line of argument of [18] , Garland and Murray show directly that the spectral data determines the caloron. To this end, they identify in [13, Sec. 6 ] the quotients
These identifications realised in exact sequence (9) give
. . .
The "residues" are then the sheaves on the right, supported over the spectral curves; the maps from the middle to the right hand sheaves give the various isomorphisms. This diagram shows that F , and hence the caloron, is encoded in the spectral data.
More generally, we can define the spectral data composed of the curves S 0 , S 1 , the pull-backs to T P 1 of the Schubert varieties in G/B 0 , and the sheaves on the right hand side of Sequence (9) , with isomorphisms similar to the ones for generic spectral data given by maps from the sheaves in the middle column. To summarise, we have that the caloron determines principal part data, a section of a sheaf of principal parts supported over the spectral curve; this data determines the caloron in turn. In the generic case, the principal part data is equivalent to spectral data can be described in terms of two curves, their intersections, and sections of line bundles over these curves. We note that these generic calorons exist; indeed, we already know that a caloron is determined by a solution to Nahm's equations, and it is easy to see that generic solutions to Nahm's equations exist, as we shall see in Section 6.
4 From Nahm's equations to spectral data, and back 4.1 Flows of sheaves.
The solutions to Nahm's equations we consider also determine equivalent spectral data, as we shall see. To begin, note that by setting A(ζ, z) as in Equation (3), and
Nahm's equations (1) are equivalent to the Lax form
The evolution of A is by conjugation, so the spectral curve given by
in T P 1 is an obvious invariant of the flow we have; if the matrices are k × k, the curve is a k-fold branched cover of P 1 . We define for each z a sheaf L z over the curve via the exact sequence
This correspondence taking a solution to Nahm's equations to a curve and a flow of line bundles over the curve is fundamental to the theory of Lax equations; see [1] . In our case, we have an equivalence: Proposition 4.1 There is an equivalence between A) Solutions to Nahm's equations on an interval (a, b), given by k × k matrices with reality condition built from skew-hermitian matrices T i as in Equation (3) . B) Spectral curves S that are compact and lie in the linear system |O(2k)| lying in T P 1 , and flows L z , for z ∈ (a, b), of sheaves supported on S, such that
• the curve S is real, that is, invariant under the antiholomorphic involution τ (η, ζ) = (−η/ζ 2 , −1/ζ) corresponding to reversal of lines in T P 1 ;
• there is a linear form
We start with the passage from A) to B). For 
. ., and a basis for
) is obtained from it by multiplying by η. Multiplication by η then induces an isomorphism, and so multiplication by A(ζ, z) − ηI gives an isomorphism
for the general theory of the Lax flows. The reality of the curve follows from the fact that the T i are skew hermitian. For the final property, the positive definite inner product on O k with respect to which the T i are skew hermitian induces one on H 0 (T P 1 , L z ), by passing to global sections in Sequence (13) . The inner product is a linear map
As L z represents, in essence, the dual to the eigenspaces of the A(ζ)
, and it must be zero on sections that vanish on fibres.
Now that the passage from A) to B) is established, note that since τ
The last condition of B) imposes severe constraints on L z : when S is smooth, and L z a line bundle, it tells us that
Indeed, in that case the vanishing of the cohomology of
unless it is the canonical bundle, in which case the dimension is g. There cannot be a non-zero form on
is the canonical bundle. Now we deal with the passage B) to A). In essence, it has been treated by Hitchin in [16] , but we give a more invariant construction of A suitable for our purposes. The fibre product F P of T P 1 with itself over P 1 is the vector bundle O(2) ⊕ O(2), with fibre coordinates η, η ′ , and projections π, π ′ to T P 1 ; the lift of O(2) to this vector bundle has global sections 1, ζ, ζ 2 , η, η ′ , and the diagonal ∆ is cut out by η − η ′ . Hence over F P we have the exact sequence
Lifting L z via π, tensoring it with this sequence, and pushing it down via π ′ gives
for some rank k vector bundle V , which over (ζ, η) = (ζ 0 , η 0 ) is the space of sections of L in the fibre of T P 1 over ζ = ζ 0 , and so is independent of η: V is lifted from P 1 . We then identify V . The fibre product F P = O(2) ⊕ O(2) lives in the product T P 1 × T P 1 , and is cut out by ζ − ζ ′ , and one has the exact sequence
Lifting L z to T P 1 × T P 1 , tensoring it with this sequence and taking direct image on the other factor gives the long exact sequence
The vanishing of the cohomolology of
We then have given A(ζ, z) as a map of bundles; the process of turning it into a matrix valued function A(ζ, z), and of showing that it evolves according to Nahm's equations as one tensors it by L t , is given in [16, Prop. 4.16] . Similarly, the definition of an inner product on H 0 (T P 1 , L z ) and the proof that the T i are skew adjoint with respect to the inner product follow the line given in [16, Sec. 6].
Boundary conditions.
Now suppose that we have a solution to Nahm's equations satisfying the boundary conditions for an SU (2) caloron, as given above. We shall show that the boundary behaviour allows us to identify the initial conditions for the flow, in other words to say what the sheaves L z are. As there are two intervals, there are two spectral curves, S 0 , which is a k-fold cover of P 1 , and S 1 , which is k + j-fold. We suppose the curves are generic, in that they have no common components and no multiple components. A solution to Nahm's equations is called generic if its curves are. • The intersection S 0 ∩ S 1 decomposes as a sum of two divisors S 01 and S 10 , interchanged by τ .
• There is a real structure on L 1 0 lifting τ .
As a consequence there are isomorphisms of line bundles
Let us begin with a discussion of the case k = 0, studied by Hitchin in [16] . He showed that the solution to Nahm's equations for an SU (2) monopole corresponded to the flow of line bundles L t+µ1 (j−1), t ∈ [−µ 1 , µ 1 ] on the monopole's spectral curve, with the flow being regular in the middle of the interval, and having simple poles at the ends of the interval, with residues giving an irreducible representation of SU (2). In the construction given in Proposition 4.1, we obtain for this flow a bundle V over
, and a regular section of Hom(V (−2), V ) over this interval. For t ∈ (−µ 1 , µ 1 ) the bundle V is trivial on P 1 × {t}. The singularity at the end of the interval is caused by a jump in the holomorphic structure in V at the ends. (Both ends are identical, because of the identification O = L 2µ1 over the spectral curve.)
To understand the structure of V at L −µ1 = O(j − 1), we note that in the natural trivialisations lifted from P 1 , local sections of O(j − 1) over T P 1 are filtered by the order of vanishing along the zero section:
this filtration can be turned onto a sum, as we have the subsheaves L i of sections η i s, with s lifted from P 1 . The construction, by limiting to a curve which is a j-sheeted cover of P 1 , essentially says that the degrees of vanishing of interest are at most j − 1, as one is taking the remainder by division by the equation of the curve. The bundle V over P 1 × {µ 1 } decomposes as a sum
More generally, for later use, set
the equation of the spectral curve, with polynomials p i of degree 2i, we can write the induced automorphism A(ζ) − ηI in this decomposition as 
There is another way of understanding how the pole of Nahm's equations generates a non-trivial V . We first restrict to ζ = 0, and vary z. For a moment, suppose by translation that z = 0 is the point where the structure jumps. From the boundary conditions, the residues at 0 are given in a suitable basis by
Res ( 
As 
using a matrix of the form M (z) = (Holomorphic in z)N (z), with
This process can be applied over any point ζ, as the matrices A(ζ), A + (ζ) have residues (in z) conjugate to (18) , (19) . Indeed, at ζ = 0, they represent standard generators of a representation of Sl(2), and moving away from ζ = 0 simply amounts to a change of basis. Explicitly, conjugating the residues of A(ζ), A + (ζ) by N (ζ) takes them to the residues of ζA(1), A + (1). Conjugating again by a matrix T takes them to the residues of ζA(0), A + (0), and then by N (ζ) −1 to the residues of A(0), A + (0). Thus, for a suitable
one has
At z = 0, it is a holomorphic section of Hom(V (−2), V ) in standard trivialisations. The same procedures work when k = 0. Indeed, the singular solution to ds dz + A + s has the same behaviour. Starting from a solution to Nahm's equations, and integrating the connection as in [17] , we find that, near µ 1 on the interval (−µ 1 , µ 1 ), a change of basis of the form
conjugates
Setting C(p(ζ)) to denote the companion matrix of p(ζ), we write this matrix schematically as
Let M adj denote the classical adjoint of M , so that
The matrix A 0 (ζ) is equal to the limit A 0 (ζ, µ 1 ). At the boundary point µ 1 , the bundle V 0 µ1 for S 0 is trivial, since the solution on S 0 is smooth at that point; one has
The limit bundle
We now want to identify the limit bundles L 0 µ1 , L 1 µ1 , and the gluing between them. There is a divisor D contained in the intersection
, and the correspondence between the matrices is mediated by the maps
To prove its existence, we need to understand how to lift and push down O(2k + j − 1) ⊗ I D (here I D is the sheaf of ideals of D on T P 1 ) and so O(2k + j − 1) through Sequence (15) . To do so, we compactify T P 1 by embedding it into T = P(O(2) ⊕ O), adding a divisor at infinity P ∞ . Let C be the fibre, then P ∞ + 2C is linearly equivalent to the zero section P 0 of T P 1 . Our fibre product now compactifies to a P 1 × P 1 bundle over P 1 . Similarly, Sequence (15) compactifies to
The line bundle O(mC + nP ∞ ) over T has over each fibre C a (n + 1)-dimensional space of sections, and these sections are graded by the order in η, as before. Define an ℓ × (ℓ − 1) matrix S(ℓ, η) by 
The proof is straightforward. We now want to define a subsheaf of O(2k + j). Set
We define a vector of polynomial functions in (ζ, η)
Write
Let M n be the (k + n) × (k + n) matrix
Using Equation (34), we have the commuting diagram
It defines a rank one sheaf R, and embeds it in O(2k + j − 1). This embedding fails to be surjective when (1, η, . . . , η k+j−1 )M j = 0, or equivalently when
These conditions can only be met on S 0 , and, because of Equation (27) , on S 1 . In short, there is a subvariety
: for the projection Π m+n,n on a sum with m + n summands onto the first n summands and the injection I n,n+m into the first n summands, we have that the diagram of exact sequences
′ , note that as in [16, Sec. 6] , there is a real structure on L 0 lifting the real involution τ . Hence
T . On the other hand, for a solution A(z) to Nahm's equations (11),
As solutions to the same differential equation with the same initial condition, all the way around the circle,
This symmetry tells us that in terms of the matrix
Using Equation (27) , we see that along S 0 where det A 0 (ζ) − ηI = 0, the intersection S 0 ∩ S 1 is cut out by 0 = F A 0 (ζ)−ηI adj G. Generically along S 0 , the matrix (A 0 (ζ)−ηI) has corank one, and so (A 0 (ζ)−ηI) adj has rank one. We can thus write it as the product U V of a column vector and a row vector. The equation for the intersection is then 0 = (F U )(V G), the product of the defining relations for D and D ′ . If the two curves are smooth, intersecting transversally, then S 0 ∩ S 1 = D + D ′ . This property holds independently of whether the matrices arise from calorons or not. As one has the result for generic intersections, varying continuously gives S 0 ∩ S 1 = D + D ′ even for non-generic curves.
The skew Hermitian property of the
We have now obtained our complete generic spectral data from our generic solution to Nahm's equations. The converse, starting with the spectral data, is essentially done above, apart from the boundary behaviour. This last piece is dealt with in [18, Sec. 2]; the conditions on the intersections of the spectral curves used here are more general, but the proof goes through unchanged.
Closing the circle
We have two different types of gauge fields, with a transform relating them; both have complex data associated to them, which encodes them; this data, we have seen (at least in the generic case) satisfies the same conditions, with for example the sheaves F/(F
obtained from the caloron satisfying the same conditions as the L t obtained from the solution to Nahm's equation for appropriate values of z and t. We now want to check that the complex data associated to the object is the same as that associated to the object's transform.
Starting with a caloron.
Starting with a caloron, one can define as above, the spectral curves and sheaves over them.
• The curve S 0 is the locus where F 0 p,0 and F ∞ −p+1,0 have non-zero intersection.
• The curve S 1 is the locus where F • The quotient F/(F 0 p,1 + F ∞ −p,1 ), supported over S 1 , is generically isomorphic to the line bundle
We can "shift" the caloron by the U (1) Following the Nahm transform heuristic, starting with the caloron, we solve the Dirac equation for the family of connections shifted by z, and obtain in doing so a bundle over an interval and a solution to Nahm's equations on this bundle. The spectral curve, from this point of view, over ζ = 0, consist of the eigenvalues of A(0, z) = T 1 + iT 2 (z); there is a sheaf over the curve whose fibre over the point η in the spectral curve given by the cokernel of A(0, z) − ηI. A priori, it is not evident what link there is between eigenvalues on a space of solutions to an equation defined over all of space, and the behaviour of solutions to an equation along a single line. The link is provided by a remarkable formulation of the Dirac equation; see for instance [12] or [9] . The idea, roughly, is to write the Dirac equation as the equations for the harmonic elements of the complex On a compact manifold, this equivalence is part of standard elliptic theory. In the non-compact case, the analysis must be done with care. The simplest way, for us, is to adapt the work of Nye and Singer [28, Sec. 4] . Using the techniques developed by Mazzeo and Melrose [24] , they show that the Dirac operator D * z is Fredholm if and only an "operator on fibers along the boundary" P = (∇ 0 − z) ∞ + i(η 1 e 1 + η 2 e 2 + η 3 e 3 ) is invertible along all the circles
. Again, the e 1 are the Pauli matrices, and the constraint must hold for all choices of constants (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ). Nye and Singer show that it does as long as z does not have values µ i + nµ 0 . In the the elliptic complex, the constraint gets replaced by the essentially equivalent condition that the complex
defined over the circle be exact. The equivalence between the Euler characteristic of the complex and the index of the Dirac operator then goes through, establishing the isomorphism. We now turn to analysing the way a solution to Nahm's equations is extracted from this complex. The operator A(0, z) on the kernel is defined by multiplication by x 1 + ix 2 followed by the projection on that kernel. On the cohomology, it is simply multiplication by w = x 1 + ix 2 , simplifying matters considerably. Suppose η is an eigenvalue of A(0, z), hence there is a cohomology class v such that (
In particular, along w = η in S 1 × R 3 , we have (∇ 3 + i∇ 0 − z)s = 0, and so (η, ζ) = (w, 0) belongs to the spectral curve. Conversely, if (∇ 3 + i∇ 0 − z)s = 0 along w = η, we can build a cohomology class v by extending s to a neighbourhood so that it is compactly supported in the x 1 , x 2 directions and satisfies (∇ 1 + i∇ 2 )s = 0 along w = η; one then sets v = Notice that the derivative (∇ 1 + i∇ 2 )(σ ǫ (w)) is supported on the annulus ǫ < |w| < 2ǫ. Consider a ball B centred at η in the fiber above ζ = 0 of radius 2ǫ chosen such that B ∩ S 1 = {η}. The ball parameterises cylinders S 1 × {w} × R, for w ∈ B, and thus a section
and its image by D 1 is also a coboundary.
Suppose for simplicity S 1 ∩ {ζ = 0} contains only points of multiplicity one. Consider now a general section φ ∈ H 0 (B, F ). Away from the spectral curve, φ decomposes into a sum φ 0 + φ ∞ , and combining the two constructions above gives a coboundary K(φ) for Complex (39). This decomposition has a pole at η if φ(η) represents a non trivial element in the quotient F/(F 0 p,1 + F ∞ −p,1 ). However, the section
) but by construction it is definitely in the kernel of D 2 . It thus represents a non-trivial cohomology class for Complex (39). Doing this for each point of S 1 ∩ {ζ = 0} expresses K z as a sum of classes localised along the lines in S 1 × R 3 corresponding to the intersection of the spectral curve with ζ = 0, identifying K z with sections of
This class projects non-trivially to the cokernel of A(0, z) − ηI. Indeed, the action of
for some σ with φ = (w − η)σ, then the decomposition φ = φ 0 + φ 1 is holomorphic and so K z (φ) = 0. For intersections of higher multiplicity, the case presents only notational difficulties, but is conceptually identical. The choice of ζ made above just simplified the analysis, varying it we obtain the following result. We remark, in particular, for generic solutions, that flowing to a boundary point gives the divisor D in the intersection of the two curves, and so an identification of the spectral data.
Starting with a solution to Nahm's equation.
We now want to identify the spectral data for a solution to Nahm's equations and the caloron it produces. The case j > 0. Again, as for the opposite direction, it is be more convenient to give a cohomological interpretation of the Dirac equation. This interpretation is governed by choosing a particular direction in R 3 , and so a particular equivalence of S 1 × R 3 with C * × C. We choose the direction corresponding to ζ = 0, so set β = T 1 + iT 2 , w = x 1 + ix 2 , α = T 0 − iT 3 , y = µ 0 x 0 − ix 3 , and consider the complex
For this complex to be defined, we must display a bit of care in our choice of function spaces:
•L 2 2 is the space of sections s of K that are L 2 2 over each interval and such that, for subscripts denoting the limits on the appropriates sides of the jump points, π(
⊕2 is the space of sections (s 1 , s 2 ) of K ⊕K that are in L 
Hence if v is a regular solution vanishing at two points, v = 0.
We look at solutions to the equations D * 1 D 1 (v) = 0 near a boundary point ±µ 1 ; one has on the interval (−µ 1 , µ 1 ) near ±µ 1 , a decomposition C k+j = C k ⊕ C j ; the 2k dimensional space of solutions with boundary values (and derivatives) in C k continue outside the interval, and solutions with boundary values in C j are governed by the theory of regular singular points for o.d.e.s. As the sum of the squares of the residues at the boundary points of the T i is half of the Casimir element in the enveloping algebra of su(2), its value is −(j − 1) 2 /4. The theory of regular singular o.d.e. then gives, for ρ one of (1 ± j)/2, j dimensional spaces of solutions of the formẑ
is analytic, at each of the boundary points. Hereẑ is a coordinate whose origin is at the boundary point. We can use this knowledge to build a Green's function. This operation is somewhat complicated by the poles of the T i , as we now see in a series of lemmas. Proof: Such a solution must be continuous, smooth on the circle with a single jump in the derivative at x, of value u. Let U be the 2k-dimensional space of solutions on the small side, outside (−µ 1 , µ 1 ). Those solutions propagate into the interval from both ends, and for f ∈ U , let f − be the continuation into the interval (−µ 1 , µ 1 ) from the −µ 1 side, and f + from the µ 1 side. Let V + and V − be the j-dimensional spaces of solutions of the formẑ (1+j)/2 f (ẑ) respectively born at µ 1 and −µ 1 . Consider the map
This map must be injective (thus bijective) because of the convexity property of solutions given by Equation (42). If R −1
x (0, u) = (f, g + , g − ), the desired Green's function v can be chosen by taking f outside of (−µ 1 , µ 1 ), f + g − on (−µ 1 , x), and f + g + on (x, µ 1 ).
Proof: Let W − and W + be the k + j-dimensional affine spaces of solutions with boundary value u − at −µ 1 , and u + at µ 1 respectively. Consider at an intermediary point x the affine map
It is injective, otherwise one has, taking differences, an element of ker(D * 1 D 1 ) vanishing at both ends; it is thus surjective, and the inverse image of zero gives solutions whose values and derivatives match at x.
A similar result holds on the other interval.
There is a unique solution to D * 1 D 1 (v) = δ x u on the interval, with value u + at µ 1 , and value u − at µ 0 − µ 1 .
Combining the two previous lemmas, we obtain the Green's function for the small side.
There is a unique solution to D * 1 D 1 (v) = δ x u on the circle. Proof: Again, one has, varying the boundary values at ±µ 1 , an affine 2k dimensional space of continuous solutions, with the right jump in derivatives at x, and possibly extra jumps in the derivatives at ±µ 1 . One considers the affine map from this space to C k ⊕ C k taking the jumps in the derivatives at ±µ 1 ; it has to be injective (convexity) and so is surjective, allowing us to match the derivatives.
By the usual ellipticity argument, the Green's function solution to D * 1 D 1 (v) = δ x u is smooth away from x. By convexity, v and d z v are increasing everywhere away from x. Since we are on a circle, both must attain their maximum at x. In addition, integrating over the circle, we get
The last inequality follows from the fact that the solution to Nahm's equation is irreducible. This L
, and hence the L ∞ norm of the Green's function is bounded by a constant times the norm of u. The case j = 0. We can again use a cohomological version of the Dirac operator, but we must modify the function spaces a little bit to account for the jump at µ 1 in the solution to Nahm's equations given by ∆ + (A(ζ)) = (α +,0 + α +,1 ζ)(ᾱ 
T ±,0 ),
We want solutions to the Dirac equations D * 1 (s 1 , s 2 ) = D 2 (s 1 , s 2 ) = 0 with jumps that are multiples of v ± := (iα ±,1 , α ±,0 ) at ±µ 1 , so we modify the function spaces for Complex (40):
•L 2 2 is the space of sections s of K that are L 2 2 over each interval, continuous at the jumping points, and with a jump discontinuity
⊕2 is the space of sections (s 1 , s 2 ) of K ⊕ K that are L 2 1 over the intervals, but with a jump discontinuity ∆ ± (s 1 , s 2 ) = c ± v ± at ±µ 1 ;
•L
2 is the space of L 2 sections of K. We can now turn to identifying the spectral data of a solution to Nahm's equations with the data of the caloron it induces, beginning with the spectral curves. Suppose we are in the generic situation of spectral curves that are reduced and with no common components. Let's work over ζ = 0, and suppose, that the intersection of ζ = 0 with the curves is generic, so distinct points of multiplicity one. We turn first to analysing the kernel of the matrices β(z) − iw = T 1 (z) + iT 2 (z) − ix 1 + x 2 , at points w where det(β(z) − iw) = 0 so that we are on the Nahm spectral curve, let us say for the interval (−µ 1 , µ 1 ). We note that since [β, 
We can think of this family of cohomology classes as a section over S 1 × R 3 of the bundle that Nahm's construction produces from the solution to Nahm's equations. This section has exponential decay as x 3 → ±∞. To see this, we exploit the fact that we can move the bump function ρ around to give different representatives supported on (−µ 1 , µ 1 ) for the class (s 1 , s 2 ) = (e iyz ρf, 0) = (e −x3z e iµ0x0 ρf ). Recall that the norm of any representative in the cohomology class is at least the norm of the harmonic (Dirac) representative. As we take x 3 to +∞, we move the bump towards µ 1 , giving up to a polynomial the bound exp(−x 3 µ 1 ) on the L 2 norm of the harmonic representative; similarly, as we go to −∞, we move the bump towards −µ 1 , and get a bound of the form exp(x 3 µ 1 ). The condition on a section of E over C * = {e iµ0x0+x3 } to extend over 0, ∞ is given in [13, Sec. 3] , and amounts to a growth condition. More generally, there are a whole family of growth conditions, giving us not only our bundle E but a family of associated sheaves E (p,q,0)(p ′ ,q ′ ,∞) , the sheaf of sections of E over T with poles of order p at T 0 , with leading term in E 0 q , and poles of order p ′ at T ∞ , with leading term in E ∞ q ′ . The growth condition that E (0,1,0)(0,1,∞) corresponds to is that of growth bounded (up to polynomial factors) by exp(−x 3 µ 1 ) as x 3 → ∞, and by exp(x 3 µ 1 ) as x 3 → −∞; for E (0,0,0)(1,0,∞) , it is growth bounded (up to polynomial factors) by exp(x 3 µ 1 ) as x 3 → ∞, and by exp(x 3 (µ 0 − µ 1 )) as x 3 → −∞. Let us consider the case of E (0,1,0)(0,1,∞) . Our bounds for the section (45) tell us that it is a (holomorphic) has a global section of E (0,1,0)(0,1,∞) on the P 1 above (η, ζ) = (w, 0).
The sheaves E (p,q,0)(p ′ ,q ′ ,∞) have degree 2(p + p ′ − 2) + q + q ′ on the fibers of the projections to T P1, from our identifications of them given above. In particular, the degree of E (0,1,0)(0,1,∞) is −2. Now, starting from a point of the Nahm spectral curve, we have produced a global section of E (0,1,0)(0,1,∞) over the corresponding Riemann sphere; the Riemann-Roch theorem then tells us that the first cohomology is also non-zero, so that we are in the support of R 1π * (E (0,1,0)(0,1,∞) ), which is exactly the caloron spectral curve S 1 . As both S 1 are of the same degree and unreduced, they are identical. Proceeding similarly for the spectral Nahm spectral curve S 0 , we obtain a global section of E (0,0,0)(1,0,∞) over the corresponding twistor line, and so show that the line lies in the support of R 1π * (E (0,0,0)(1,0,∞) ), which is exactly the caloron spectral curve S 0 . We have now identified the spectral curves for the solutions to Nahm's equations and the caloron that it produces. We now note that, in addition to the bundle V over S 1 × R 3 that Nahm's construction produces, there is another bundle,V , obtained by taking the spectral data associated to the solution of Nahm's equations, and feeding it in to the reconstruction of a caloron from its spectral data. Indeed, from a solution to Nahm's equations, we have seen that we can can define sheaves L z ; the fact that they satisfy the boundary conditions by Proposition 4.2 tells us we can reconstruct a bundle F of infinite rank over T P 1 using Sequence (10) . We now identify the bundles V andV .
Starting from a caloron, we obtained F as the pushdown from the twistor space T of a rank 2 bundle E. If w is a fibre coordinate on T → T P 1 , we saw that it induced an automorphism W of F , such that, at w = w 0 , E w0 ≃ F/Im(W − w 0 ). In Sequence (10), the shift map W identifies the nth entry in the middle column with the n + 2th (e.g. L (p−1)µ0+µ1 (2k + j) ⊗ I S01 with L pµ0−µ1 (2k + j) ⊗ I S10 ) and similarly in the right hand column. If w = w(ζ) is the equation of a twistor line L in T , then quotienting by W − w(ζ) in Sequence (10) gives for E over the line (recalling that L µ 0 is trivial over the line)
From the twistor point of view, the space of global sections of E along the real line L x in T correspond to the fiber of the caloron bundleV over the corresponding x ∈ S 1 × R 3 . On the other hand, from the Nahm point of view, V x correspond to ker D * x , and so to the cohomology ker(D 2 )/Im(D 1 ) in Complex (40). To identify V andV , we follow closely [18, pp. 80-84], so we simply summarise the ideas. The identification is made for the x whose lines L x which do not intersect S 0 ∩ S 1 ; to do it on this dense set is sufficient, as one is also identifying the connections. Let us denote the sequence of sections corresponding to (46) by
What [18] does is to identify W 0 and W 1 with solutions to D * x (s) = 0 on the interval (µ 1 , µ 0 − µ 1 ), and (−µ 1 , µ 1 ) respectively, and U µ1 and U −µ1 with L 2 -solutions on a neighborhood of µ 1 and −µ 1 respectively. The kernel H 0 (L x , E) then gets identified with global L 2 solutions on the circle, which are elements of V x . Since from the twistor point of viewV x ≃ H 0 (L x , E), we are done. The case j = 0 is similar.
Having identified the bundles, one then wants to ensure that the connections defined in both case are the same, and we do so again according to [18] . It suffices to do this identification along one null plane through the point x, as changing coordinates will do the rest, and we can suppose that x is the origin, so η = 0 in T P 1 . Let us choose the plane corresponding to ζ = 0. From the twistor point of view, parallel sections along this null plane correspond to sections on the corresponding family of lines with fixed values at ζ = 0. From the Nahm point of view, a parallel section along this null plane is a family of cohomology classes represented by cocycles s = (s 1 , s 2 ) in ker(D 2 ) that satisfy (
)s = 0, modulo coboundaries. In particular, the derivatives of s 2 are of the form (T 1 + iT 2 )φ = A 0 φ for a suitable φ depending on x. Following through the identifications of [18, pp. 80-84] tells us that the derivatives ∇ŝ in suitable trivialisations of the corresponding sectionsŝ on the family of lines are of the form ∇ŝ = A 0 ψ for the corresponding section ψ. However, the defining relation for A(ζ) is (ηI − A 0 − ζA 1 − ζ 2 A 2 )φ = 0. In particular, that at (ζ, η) = 0, A 0 φ vanishes as a function, and soŝ is parallel, as desired.
From Nahm to caloron to Nahm to caloron.
Let us first place ourselves in the generic situation. We have seen first that the family of generic calorons maps continuously and injectively into the family of generic spectral data; secondly, that generic spectral data and generic solutions to Nahm's equations are equivalent; thirdly, that starting from a caloron and producing a solution to Nahm's equations then taking the spectral data of both objects gives the same result, and fourthly that the generic solution to Nahm's equation gives the same caloron, whether you pass through the Nahm transform or through the spectral data via the twistor construction. Taken together, those facts tell us that the map from caloron to spectral data is a bijection, that all three sets of data are equivalent, and that the six transforms between them are pairwise inverses of each other. Let us now leave the generic set. If we now take an arbitrary solution T to Nahm's equations, again satisfying all the conditions, we can fit it into a continuous family T (t) with T (0) = T with T (t) generic for t = 0; that it can be done follows from our description of moduli given in Section 6. The Nahm transform of this family is a continuous family C(t) of calorons, which in turn produces a continuous family of solutions T (t) to Nahm's equations. We do not know a priori whether the boundary and symmetry conditions are satisfied at t = 0. However, for t = 0,T (t) = T (t), and soT (0) = T (0), and we are done; the transform Nahm to caloron to Nahm is the identity. If the caloron C lies in the closure of the set of generic calorons (presumably all calorons do, but it needs to be proved, perhaps using the methods of Taubes ([31] ) to show that the moduli space is connected), we again fit it as C(0) into a family C(t) of calorons, with C(t) generic for t = 0, all of same charge. The Nahm transform produces a family T (t) of solutions to Nahm's equations, with T (t) satisfying all the conditions for t = 0. We also get a family S(t) of spectral data, which for all t corresponds to both C(t) and T (t). We need to show that T (0) satisfy all the conditions. Taking a limit, it is fairly clear that the symmetry condition is satisfied also for t = 0. The boundary conditions are less obvious. From the small side, there is no problem, as the vanishing theorem 3.1 holds at C(0), and so the solutions to Nahm's equations are continuous at the boundary of the interval. From the large side, what saves us is the rigidity of representations into SU (2); indeed, the polar parts of the solutions are given by representations, and so are fixed, in a suitable family of unitary gauges, hence preserved in a limit. The process, given in Section 4.2, of passing to a constant gauge by solving ds/dz + A + (z)s = 0 applies in the limit near the singular points. We have in the limit the same type of transformations relating the basis of K in which one has the solution to Nahm's equations to the continuous basis obtained from lifting up and pushing down as to obtain Sequence (16), with the same process of producing endomorphisms A(z, ζ)(t), giving us again in the limit a continuous endomorphism of a bundle V over T P 1 × S 1 , with V in fact lifted from P 1 × S 1 . The restrictions V (±µ 1 ) (on the large side) are of fixed type V ±µ1 , which exists in the limit. The polar part C(p(ζ, t)) of Equation (26), mapping V j−1,−j+1 to itself, has limit C(p(ζ, 0)). By Equation (27) , this latter limit is determined by the spectral curves, and so is well defined. The other summand O k is also well defined in the limit, as it is the piece transferred from the small side, which is still O k in the limit because of the vanishing theorem. The off-diagonal vanishing as one goes back to the trivialisation for Nahm's equations is simply a consequence of the polar behaviour of solutions to ds/dz + A + (z)s = 0, and of the normal form for A(z, ζ)(t) as in Equation (25) . In short, the limit has exactly the same normal form, and so the same boundary behaviour. Finally, there is the question of irreducibility. The reducible solutions correspond to calorons for which charge has bubbled off; as our family has constant charge, this is precluded. The limit solutions satisfies all the conditions necessary to produce a caloron by the opposite Nahm transform; as the transform is involutive on the generic member of the family, it is also involutive in the limit, and so the circle closes. In short one has the following theorem. 
Moduli
The equivalence exhibited above allows us to classify calorons by classifying appropriate solutions to Nahm's equations. One has to guide us the example of monopoles, as classified in [11, 17] ; the (framed) monopoles for gauge group G, with symmetry breaking to a torus at infinity, charge k are classified by the space Rat k (P 1 , G C /B) of based degree k rational maps from the Riemann sphere into the flag manifold G C /B. As our calorons are Kač-Moody monopoles, we should have the same theorem, with framed calorons equivalent to rational maps from P 1 into the loop group. Following an idea developed in [2] , one thinks of these as bundles on P 1 × P 1 , with some extra data of a flag along a line, and some framing.
The rank 2 bundle corresponding to an SU (2) caloron, again following the example of monopoles, should be the restriction of the bundle E onT corresponding to the caloron, to the inverse image of a point, say ζ = 0, in P 1 . This inverse image is P 1 × C; along the divisor {0} × C, the bundle has the flag E 0 , and along {∞} × C, the bundle has the flag E ∞ . We extend this bundle to infinity, using a framing, in such a way that E ∞ is a trivial subbundle, and E 0 has degree −j. This bundle will be corresponding to the caloron. The theorem, however, is proven in terms of solutions to Nahm's equations; indeed, we show in [8] that both bundles and solutions to Nahm's equations satisfying the appropriate conditions are describable in terms of a geometric quotient of a family of matrices. We see in [8] that B and M are conjugate to the matrix T 1 + iT 2 on the intervals (µ 1 , µ 0 − µ 1 ) and (−µ 1 , µ 1 ) respectively. Choosing B diagonal, and B and M with distinct and disjoint eigenvalues, it is not difficult to build solutions to the various matrix constraints. Hence the spectral curves for the obtained solutions to Nahm's equations are reduced and have no common components, as the spectral curve over ζ = 0 is the spectrum of T 1 + iT 2 . Thus generic generic solutions to Nahm's equations, and so generic calorons, exist.
